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Hour of Code Topical Teaching Resources
What Does This Pack Include?
This pack has been created by teachers, for teachers. In it, you’ll find high quality teaching resources, including
ThinkIts to get your students thinking about programs in their simplest form and Lesson Plans to reinforce
understanding of Morse code. Help students make the most of the Hour of Code, a campaign to engage students
in computer science.
To go directly to the content, simply click on the title in the index below:
THINKITS:
1. Digital Devices at Home

4. The Out of Control Turtle

2. Finding the Odd One Out

5. The Drawing Game

3. Finding a Route

6. The Robot Highway Code

LESSON PLANS:
The following Lesson Plans are for use specifically with the Code Crunch tool.
1. Creating Simple Programs

2. Morse Code

3. Random Number

Learning Objective: To create a program for a
warning system for a railway crossing.

Learning Objective: To create a program that
sends a Morse code.

Learning Objective: To create a program that
sets a random number and asks the user to
guess it.

60 minute Lesson Plan

60 minute Lesson Plan

60 minute Lesson Plan

The following Lesson Plans can be used without a device.
1. Bitmap

2. Binary

3. Routes

Learning Objective: To create a monotone
bitmap and represent it as a binary.

Learning Objective: To write a program as a
binary code.

Learning Objective: To identify routes on a
network and make it a puzzle.

60 minute Lesson Plan

60 minute Lesson Plan

60 minute Lesson Plan

RESOURCE SHEETS:
1. Creating Simple Programs

2. Binary

3. Morse Code

4. Random Number

ACTIVITY SHEETS AND ANSWERS:
1. Bitmap

2. Binary

1. Bitmap Answers

2. Binary Answers

POSTERS:
Vocabulary – in Colour

Vocabulary – in Black and White

Continued...

Hour of Code Topical Teaching Resources (continued)
ACTIVITY SHEETS AND ANSWERS:
1. Bitmap

2. Binary

1. Bitmap Answers

2. Binary Answers

POSTERS:
Vocabulary – in Colour

Vocabulary – in Black and White

Other Resources Linking to the Theme
Before deciding what to include in your lesson, check out our online content, which you could use or tailor to your
teaching for Hour of Code too. It’s simple to find, just enter the Content ID number in EducationCity’s Search tool!

Topic Tools:

Learn Screens:

Activities:

Explore Concepts as a Class

Introduce or Reinforce a New Concept

Educational Content

Flow Diagram

Code Crunch for Beginners

Do the Logomotion

Content ID: 19734, 19737, 19738

Content ID: 20084

Content ID: 19729

Design your own Hour of Code algorithm using
a flow diagram.

Explore the different functions available in
Code Crunch.

Identify the correct code to match the shape.

Enjoyed these resources?
Why not start a free trial of the full EducationCity resource
and see what else we can offer you?

Email us at trials@educationcity.com
or call us on +44 (0)1572 725080!
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I've written. an. algorithm to help our robot cross the
road but it doesn.'t work. It might cause an. acciden.t.

0
1. Stop at the kerb.
2. Is the crossing
green?
3. If 'yes' keep
checking and wait.
4. If 'no' cross the
road.

I

thin.k I can. see the problem. Can you?

Thinklt ID 14204 - Question - Computing > Key Stage 1 > Year 2
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0

It should
say this.

1. Stop at the kerb.

And I think there are
other ways of putting
it right too.

2. Is the crossing
red?
3. If 'yes' keep
checking and wait.
4. If 'no' cross the
road.

Can you write a better set of instructions?
Test them out somewhere safe indoors with a
friend pretending to be the robot.
Thinklt ID 14204 - Answer - Computing> Key Stage 1 > Year 2
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Hour of Code - Creating Simple Programs

Resource Sheet

13447

Hour of Code - Morse Code

Resource Sheet

Resource Sheet

Hour of Code - Random Number

https://firstlook.ed
ucationcity.com/co
ntent/index/13448
13447
Resource Sheet

Hour of Code - Bitmap

Hour of Code - Binary

Hour of Code - Routes

Hour of Code: Creating Simple Programs

This may be reproduced for class use within current subscriber institutions.

This may be reproduced for class use within current subscriber institutions.

Hour of Code: Morse Code

This may be reproduced for class use within current subscriber institutions.

Hour of Code: Random Number

This may be reproduced for class use within current subscriber institutions.
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Hour of Code: Bitmap
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Hour of Code: Binary
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This may be reproduced for class use within current subscriber institutions.

An algorithm is a precise sequence of instructions for successfully
carrying out a task. It will be written in everyday language but the steps
might be capable of translation into a programming language. There might be a
number of workable algorithms for a task but not all will be as efficient as the others.

Algorithm

AND means ‘as well as’ and is inclusive.
For instance, “I like cola AND milk (too)”
OR suggests either one thing or another but not both or
all. They are called logical operators. (See operator)

A bug is an error
in a program
that stops it from working
in the way it should.

A conditional is
when something
happens only on condition
something else happens first.
See also: If…Then…Else

Debug

AND / OR

Conditional

Data are a
collection of
numbers and facts before
they are processed to
become information.

Data

Decomposing is
when you break
a problem down into sections in order
to be able to solve it more easily.

Decomposing

Debugging is
the process of
going through a program’s
code to locate and fix a
problem or mistake.

Embed (Nest)

If something is
embedded or nested
in a program it means that one piece of
programming is contained within another.

If…Then…Else is a computer’s
way of evaluating something
and saying that if it has a particular attribute it
will do one thing, otherwise it’ll do something else.

If…Then…Else

Language

A programming language is the
name given to one of the many
ways in which a computer can be given instructions
in a program. Examples include C++, JavaScript,
Logo, PHP, Python and Ruby.

Logic

Output

Output can be either the device a
computer uses to give you information or
the actual information itself. Output can come in many
forms such as words, images movement and sound.

Parallelism

Procedure

A procedure is a subset of a
program that does a particular thing.
It can be called up by the main program at any time
to save having to type it out again and again.

Program

A simulation is an accurate
representation of a real life activity.
We use simulations when something is either too
dangerous or too expensive to do for real.

Value

Simulation

Basic
Programming
Vocabulary

Bug

Information is what
data becomes after
they are organised. It might be reported in
words or a chart of some sort. (See data)

Information

If someone is using logic they are
explaining something by following
a set of rules, even if they don’t always
realise that. Using the word ‘because’ can
show reasoning. Guessing is not using logic.

In some computer languages
it is possible to make the
computer perform more than one task at
the same time. This is called parallelism.

To loop or repeat
is the process of
performing the same task again and
again usually, but not always, for a set
number of times.

Loop/Repeat

Print can mean either print some
output (words, numbers or images)
on a screen or on paper through a printer.
Nowadays it is even possible to print in 3D!

Print

A program is a sequence of instructions (or
algorithm) written in a language or code that
a computer can understand and put into action. A computer
will do exactly what it is told so a program must be accurate.
A value the
number or
word we give to a
variable. (See variable)

Input can be either the device
you use to interact with a computer
or an instruction in a program to key in words
or numbers using one of those devices.

Input

#Rule#

Print Inline

Code Crunch has
a special instruction
to Print Inline. This puts different
pieces of text on the same line.

(Code Crunch)

Explore the
super computer.
Click on the words to find
out what they mean.

A variable is a label to which a value can be
assigned. In most programming languages a
variable is a letter but in Code Crunch they are EducationCity
characters. As the name suggests variables can vary!

Variable

An operator
tells the computer
what to do with inputs values
and variables. (See inputs values
and variables.)

Operator

Sequence

In programming
a sequence
means the ordered steps
in a program.

An algorithm is a precise sequence of instructions for successfully
carrying out a task. It will be written in everyday language but the steps
might be capable of translation into a programming language. There might be a
number of workable algorithms for a task but not all will be as efficient as the others.

Algorithm

AND means ‘as well as’ and is inclusive.
For instance, “I like cola AND milk (too)”
OR suggests either one thing or another but not both or
all. They are called logical operators. (See operator)

A bug is an error
in a program
that stops it from working
in the way it should.

A conditional is
when something
happens only on condition
something else happens first.
See also: If…Then…Else

Debug

AND / OR

Conditional

Data are a
collection of
numbers and facts before
they are processed to
become information.

Data

Decomposing is
when you break
a problem down into sections in order
to be able to solve it more easily.

Decomposing

Debugging is
the process of
going through a program’s
code to locate and fix a
problem or mistake.

Embed (Nest)

If something is
embedded or nested
in a program it means that one piece of
programming is contained within another.

If…Then…Else is a computer’s
way of evaluating something
and saying that if it has a particular attribute it
will do one thing, otherwise it’ll do something else.

If…Then…Else

Language

A programming language is the
name given to one of the many
ways in which a computer can be given instructions
in a program. Examples include C++, JavaScript,
Logo, PHP, Python and Ruby.

Logic

Output

Output can be either the device a
computer uses to give you information or
the actual information itself. Output can come in many
forms such as words, images movement and sound.

Parallelism

Procedure

A procedure is a subset of a
program that does a particular thing.
It can be called up by the main program at any time
to save having to type it out again and again.

Program

A simulation is an accurate
representation of a real life activity.
We use simulations when something is either too
dangerous or too expensive to do for real.

Value

Simulation

Basic
Programming
Vocabulary

Bug

Information is what
data becomes after
they are organised. It might be reported in
words or a chart of some sort. (See data)

Information

If someone is using logic they are
explaining something by following
a set of rules, even if they don’t always
realise that. Using the word ‘because’ can
show reasoning. Guessing is not using logic.

In some computer languages
it is possible to make the
computer perform more than one task at
the same time. This is called parallelism.

To loop or repeat
is the process of
performing the same task again and
again usually, but not always, for a set
number of times.

Loop/Repeat

Print can mean either print some
output (words, numbers or images)
on a screen or on paper through a printer.
Nowadays it is even possible to print in 3D!

Print

A program is a sequence of instructions (or
algorithm) written in a language or code that
a computer can understand and put into action. A computer
will do exactly what it is told so a program must be accurate.
A value the
number or
word we give to a
variable. (See variable)

Input can be either the device
you use to interact with a computer
or an instruction in a program to key in words
or numbers using one of those devices.

Input

#Rule#

Print Inline

Code Crunch has
a special instruction
to Print Inline. This puts different
pieces of text on the same line.

(Code Crunch)

Explore the
super computer.
Click on the words to find
out what they mean.

A variable is a label to which a value can be
assigned. In most programming languages a
variable is a letter but in Code Crunch they are EducationCity
characters. As the name suggests variables can vary!

Variable

An operator
tells the computer
what to do with inputs values
and variables. (See inputs values
and variables.)

Operator

Sequence

In programming
a sequence
means the ordered steps
in a program.

About EducationCity
EducationCity produces fun, educational materials to engage students in learning and empower
teachers to tailor their teaching. Take a look at how EducationCity can support you in the classroom:

Target Lesson Objectives Easily

Plan in Advance

Differentiated Teaching

Find relevant content that links to your
curriculum by using our Curriculum
Map or Search tool.

When planning your lessons, choose
your Activities in advance and put
them into a MyCity so they’re easy
for students to access. Choose a
meaningful name for each MyCity
and you’ll be able to update and
retrieve them year after year!

Monitor progress with SuccessTracker
and you’ll be able to identify the
strengths and areas of development
for each of your students and so
choose relevant activities to help
them progress.

Flexible Learning

Lesson Plans

Blog

EducationCity is accessible via desktops,
laptops, tablets and whiteboards, so can
support you whatever equipment is
available in your classroom.

Access our ready-made Lesson
Plans, topical content and Teacher
Resource Pack to support teaching
and learning in the classroom.

Keep abreast of events in the teaching
arena, changes to the resource, and see
how EducationCity is supporting the
education community.

Comprehensive and clearly organised
by strand, content is so easy to access!

There’s more to EducationCity than
Activities alone!

"Teachers have been delighted with
the content of this package and most
impressed with how easy it is to find
appropriate learning and teaching
resources and then to use them in a
variety of ways."
Mark Sanderson,
Senior ICT Consultant, Herefordshire Learning and Achievement Service

Want to find out more about EducationCity?
Start a free trial for your school today and see it for yourself. Simply call
us on +44 (0)1572 725080 or email trials@educationcity.com to arrange.
Website: www.educationcity.com
Email: trials@educationcity.com

